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The purpose of this paper is to characterize the simple group E, [6] by 
a particular 2-local subgroup. First, some properties of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of the 2-local subgroup will be studied. Second, we will show that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of the 2-local subgroup is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the simple 
group in question. Finally, we will exhibit the centralizer of an involution and 
quote a result of Parrott [5] that characterizes the group E by the centralizer 
of an involution. 
The 2-local subgroup is the normalizer of an elementary abelian subgroup V 
of order 32. The normalizer of V is the (unique) nonsplit extension of 17 by 
GL(5, 2). This extension was shown to exist by Thompson [7], and its 
uniqueness was shown by Dempwolff [l]. 
For notation, let G be a simple group containing N = :V,( V) z 25GL(5, 2) 
as a 2-local subgroup. The centralizer of a central involution T+ in N is a group 
C,(v,) such that C,-(v~)/O,(C,(V,)) _c A,, with O,(C,(v,)) isomorphic to 
an extra-special group of order 29 of + type. The precise statement is: 
THEOREM. Let G be a simple group with a 2-local subgroup N isomorphic to 
the unique nonsplit extension of an elementary abelian subgroup of order 32 by 
GL(5, 2). Then C,(v,)/O,(C,(v,)) z A, h w ere v1 is central involution of G. 
COROLLARY. With the hypothesis of the above theorem, G is isomorphic to E. 
* The author would like to thank Professor I(. Harada for his help and encourage- 
ment. 
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GENERATORS, RELATIONS, .~ND PROPERTIES OF A SYLOW 2-SUBGROITP OF L\' 
SOME PROPERTIES OF N 
[t 3,2 ) f,,,] z- V2zp4”&J ) 
[t*,z , &,,I == w4w,,, > 
[t5.2 9 h,,l =- WV,,, I 
It4.3 1 hl -- "'lZ'3~4t4.1 7 
Lt5.3 >?3,11 = 7JlZ'3~47J5t5,1 > 
Ef5.4 > f4.J = W3~4%~5,1 > 
[t 4.1 I t5.31 %%2'3 , 
4.1 > &,,I =~ z’l% 9 
t:i.l 3 t4,31 =: v2 > 
[t4,3 T t3.21 ;= v3Z’4t4,2 > 
5 3 Y t3,21 = v3”‘4v5t5,2 1 
[id. 
a,4 * t4.31 = ~1”1”‘2Z’4W5,3 a 
L&,4 9 t4.21 == 7hv3v4w5.2 , 
/ S ~ _ 215, v ..- (vl , 
Lt3J > t5.41 == z'1v2v4, 
v2, %, v4, 'j5) = E32 , 
R = (K t,,, > f3,1 , f,,, > 5.1 t ) extra-special 2l~* + type, S/R E Sylow 2-sub- 
group of A,, (t R t- R t R t. R> 4.3 P 3,3 P 4.2 Y a.2 is the unique elementary abelian 
subgroup of order 16 of S/R, 
Z(S) = (e.J, 
Z2(S) =z (vl ) v2), 
Z,(S) = (Vl>7J2, v3), 
Z,(S) = (711 ,% > z.'3 > z'.4), 
Z,(S) = <Cl 7 v2, 'u3, z'4,7-)5, G.1). 
Cs(t,,,) x- (vu1 , ~3 > ~'4, 7~5, t,,, > f,,, > t,,, , h> CR 
order 2s, 
Cs(t3,,) =-.- (VI , 2’2 ) CL’4 ) v  5 T t2,1 ) t3,1 ) t4,1 T t5,1 Y v t 3 3,2 t5.2t5.4) 
order 2s, 
C&J) =z (Cl, v2, z'3, wj , t 2.1 ) I3.1 > t4,1 7 kl 9 t5,2t4,3 7 vt t t ) 4 5,3 4.3 4.2 
order 21°, 
Cs(t,,,) = (Vl 1 % 7 2'3, z'4 > t2.1 1 t3.1 , t,,, , t5.1 7 Z'5~4,3k2 > vd4,3t4,2t5,3 3 
t5,2t3,2t5,4) order 211, 
Z(C.&)) =- /wl , t,,,?, 
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Cs(t,,,) = (2’ 1 ? % 9 '4 t %‘5 > 3.2 > 4,2 > t t t t t t ) 3,2 7 3,1 4,1 5,4 
order 2a, 
CJt,,,) = (vl ) rLt2, v3 , v  t t t* t- t t t t \ 5 ) 392 3 4.2 ) a.2 ) 5.1 4,3 ) 5,3 4,3 4,1/ 
order 2g, 
Cs(f,,,) ~ xv1 , v2 > 113 7 2'4, t,,, , t t f t t t t 4.2 ) *5,2 3 5.1 4,3 ) 5.1 $33 4,l ) 
tj,,t5,,t3,,) order 21°, 
Cs(t,,,) = (5 ,z'2 > z'3 ,z'j , t 4,3 ) t5.3 7 w4~2t4,l 7 "4t4.2 t 5,l ) order 2*, 
Cs(k,) = (z'l > z'? , e'3 > 7'4 > f,,, , t f t t t- t t- t @-t 4.3 ) 4.2 5.1 , 531 .>,4 2.1 3 ,>,I 4.2 J 4.1 ) 
order 2”, 
Cs(t5.4) = iv, 1 n2, % , z'4, G,, > f- t .a,1 
\ 
3,2 ) t5,2t3,2t3,1z5 ) t,j,3f5,1t2,1z'5 ' 
order 28, 
C,(v,) = (V, t '\ 3,1 Y f4,l ) t5.1 , t3,z , t4,2 > t5,2 > t4.3 3 t,,, > k4 order 2r4, 
Cb(~,) I%, V$l> 
Cs(v3) = (I,*, t t t t t t,., , t,,, , t,,,) order 2’3, 2,l ) 4.1 3 5,l Y 4,2 ) j,? 7 
CZs(v3) :-- v3(v1 , v2>, 
C,(v,) --- (V, t., t t t t- t e.1 , 3,l 9 5,l ) 3.2 7 .,,2 7 t 5,3 7 5,4 > order 21”, 
CZs(v4) =- v4(v1 ) v2 ) v3), 
C,(@,) = ( v, t t t t t 2.1 Y 3,* T 4.1 , 3.2 9 4,? 3 t4,3) order 2i1, 
CZ,(Z~.,) =~= vj(z’l ) vi? ) Z$ , v4). 
SOME PROPERTIES OF N 
GL(5, 2) has two classes of involutions represented by 
with ~ C,(x,)I == 16 and / C,(x,)j =: 8 w h ere F- is the vector space GL(5,2) 
acts on. 
There are 191 involutions in a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(5, 2). 49 of these 
involutions fix a 4-dimensional subspace of I’. We now determine the classes 
of involutions of N. 
t,,,V is an involution in N/V which fixes a 4-dimensional space of V. We 
note that tj,4v is an involution when 2’ E Cv(t,,,), because (tj,4v)2 = 1 implies 
t,,,vtj,,v = 1 or [tj,4 , V] = 1. 
I/EMMA 1. AZ1 involutions in the coset t,,,V are conjugate in S. 
Proof. Consider CS,V(t5,4V): It is of order 2’. So the inverse image, H, 
of Cslv(t,,,V) in S is of order 2 la. Hence [H: C,(t,,,)] = 16. There are eight 
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conjugates of t,,,V in S/V, and 2$ conjugates of tj,q in S. Hence the 16 
involutions in each coset must be conjugate. 
f,,,f,,, is an element of order 4. CY(tS,,t,,,) =- :I?; , rZ , z.~‘, and (t,,,f,,,)” 
e’.,c4 , so t,,,t,,,V is an i nvolution in :\‘!I’ with i Cv(t,,,f,,,) m=- 8. Hence 
t,,,t,,,17 is conjugate to .x2 . 
Lmmr;l 2. There are no inoolutions in the coset t,,,t,,,T7. 
Proof. I f  t,,,f:,,.la is an involution, then 1 (t,.,t,,,e~)” :- 72.‘e.4[t.i,lt8,2 ) p.] 
which would imply that ~~‘3~ t [t5,1t3,2 , I’]; however, [t,,,t,,, , V] ~~ <v, , r,‘ . 
Of the two classes of involutions in -Y/ I’ g GL(5, 2), one class comes from 
the image of an involution of S, while the other comes from an element of 
order 4. So we know that there are two classes of involutions in X, one class 
in I -, the other from N ~ I’. We know there are 49 involutions in S/V which 
centralize a 4-dimensional subspace of I-. Hence there are 49 . 16 involutions 
in S - I -. The representatives of these classes are: 
Iiepresentatix-e 
f2.1 
f3.1 
f4.1 
f,,l 
f:,,, 
t,,, 
f4.3 
f,,, 
f,,, 
tz.4 
Number of 
involutions in S/ 1. 
8 
4 
2 
49 
LEMMA 3. If  t is an involution in S, then f is conjugate to tvl ii2 S. 
Proof. Hy observing the relations on the class representatives above, we 
have the lemma. 
We will now investigate some internal structure of S that will be needed 
in the future. The following is a known lemma about extra-special ‘-groups. 
LEMMA 4. lf ii is an extra-special 2-group of order 2’” 1 and (R, u“ is a 
2-group twice as large as R and / C~(zi)i zm 2” where R m: R/Z(R), then exact<% 
one of the following is true: 
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(a) The coset uR has an element of order 4 that squares to the central 
involution of R. 
(h) The coset uR contains an involution. 
Let C =- CA,,(V)(z:l) and c r- C/<:VJ. Consider the following two elements, 
t,,, and z’5t4,,t5,2 . Since O,(C) = R, WC look in C/R E A, (z15t4,3tj,2)’ z’1 , 
hence both t,,,R and tiit,,,t,,,R are involutions in S/R. With this notation, 
we have the following: 
LEMRIA 5. The imolutions %$t,,,t,,,I? and &R are uot conjugate in CjR. 
Proof. [t.?,z , R] : / ~~ , 2~~ , I!$ , Q3,,~ rank 4 
rank 4. Hence the centralizers of these involutions in R are rank 4 also. Sow 
t,,,R has an involution in it and rjt,.,t5,2R has an element of order 4 that 
squares to the central involution of R. So t,.,R has property (b) above and 
rjt,,,t,,2R has property (a). By Lemma 4, these two properties are distinct, 
so the two involutions could not be conjugate. 
Lmnr~ 6. For an31 inesolution x E s - R, the rank of [x, R] and CR(X) is 4. 
Proof. Pick any involution x of s - R. The coset ,FR is conjugate to one 
of the involutions of Lemma 5. Since R <. 1 c and the ranks arc 4 in Lemma 5, 
the lemma follows at once. 
LEMRIA 7. The subgroup R i.s unique in S with respect to C. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let F be another elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 28 in S. RF/R is elementary abelian. S/R of type A, implies that 
I R n F ! G; 24 since the 2-rank of A, is 4. There are involutions in RF ~- I?. 
By- the above remarks, the ranks of their centralizers in ii are 4. Thus 
/RnF/=24. 
RF = (R, Fa,3 , ?.i,R , Fa,2 , tj $ since S/R has a unique E1;s . Xow R n F L 
Z(RF) C C,(t,,,) = R. So Z(RF) C C’,(t,,,) n C,(t,,,). The order of Z(RF) 
is greater than or equal to 16, but the order of C,(t,,,) n C,(t,,,) := (S , f$) 
is 4, a contradiction. So R IS umque. 
LEMMA 8. The 5-element of C! T; E A, acting on R is in the class LX in the 
paper by Frame [2]. The 3-cycle of A, is in the class LFI. Both elements act 
fixed-point-free on R/Z(R). 
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Proof. The matrix representation of the klement of A, acting on T-is 
i 
1 
0 1 
J'l = 1001 i , 
101 
I 1 
The representation of the 3-cvcle of As is 
1 
00 
3’2 --t  11 . 
0 1 
I 1 
i 
In 
y1 and ~1~ do not centralize anything in R/C-. Thus using the 120 and 135 
permutation characters and the classes of Frame, we get ,\)I is in LX and ?a 
is in LVI. 
We note that an extra-special 2-group of order 21fs has 270 noncentral 
involutions, 240 elements of order 4, and 270 elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 32. 
LEMMA 9. The A, above splits the 27012 . znvolutions of R as I35 -= 15 + 120. 
-- 
Proof. Since v  4 C,(v,) and all involutions of I- ~ <.v,> are conjugate in 
CN(vl), v+ is one orbit. The 2-share of the centralizer of t,,r in C,(v,) is 211, 
otherwise t,,l would be conjugate to an element of V in the normalizer of by. 
Hence the orbit containing iFi,r is divisible by 8. Since the 3-element and the 
5-element act fixed-point-free on R/Z(R), we get that each orbit is divisible 
by 3 and 5 also. Thus we obtain the orbit of length 120. 
LEiUlVA IO. XG(C) n N,(R) ~--: C. 
Proof. Let H = NG(C) n N,(R). Then H acts on the orbits of the il, 
acting on R. Since there is only one orbit of order 15, H must also$x it. This 
implies that H normalizes r. Hence H cl CZ,,(zll) == C, as required. 
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\;l’e note that the outer-automorphism group of the extra-special group R is 
0(8,2). 
LEMMA 11. 1f k’. -4, C 0(8, 2), K 4 K * =I,, and =1, n K L 1, then 
K -= 1 zchere A, is the abore A, . 
P&f. \\‘ithout loss of generality, we may assume that K is the smallest 
group that -2, acts on in 0(8,2). , 0(8, 2)~ 2-z 2133V7, so 1 K 1 divides 
27335. Sow let M be a minimal normal subgroup of K. Then (M)As = K 
which is a direct product of simple groups isomorphic to M. If  M is a p”qfi 
group, then K is solvable; otherwise M must be isomorphic to either A, or =1, . 
But the automorphism groups of PI, or A, do not contain an ‘4,. Hence the 
d, will centralize K and there will be elements of 0(8, 2) with too large a 
centralizer contradicting Frame [2]. So K is solvable, therefore one of O,(K), 
O,(K), or O,(K) is not the identity. However, if there is a normal subgroup of 
odd order, we will get an element of odd order with too large a centralizer in 
0(8, 2). Hence the only possibility is O,(K) i: 1. By our assumption 
O,(K) em K. KA, will act transitively on 270/2 since only the A, is contained 
in the normalizer of V. So 135 divides the order of K. il, , but this is false. 
Hence K -= 1. 
Now let ;2, C K C 0(8, 2). Take a composition series for K, KI , Kz , 
K, ,..., K, =: 1. A, must be contained in K+,; otherwise Lemma 11 would 
be contradicted. By the structure of 0(8,2), the only possible simple groups 
containing -4, are ‘-1,) A,, Sp(6,2), and 0(8,2)‘. All of the A,‘s of Sp(6,2) 
are contained in Ss’s, contradicting Lemma IO. Now the number of E,,‘s 
in R, 270, tells us that if N,(R)/R z 0(8, 2)‘, then NNG(,,(I-)3 Cx(a,), 
contradicting the assumption of the 2-local of G. So the only cases are A, and 
~-2, In any case the Sylow 2-subgroup of No(R) is isomorphic to S. \1Yth 
this, we now have an important lemma. 
LEMMA 12. The Sylow 2-subgroup of :\ic(V) is a S~,low 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let S, be such that S 4 S, , / S, -: 2 S’ i, 
S, = (S, u:. Now (vJ (3 S, so s 4 ,Ti. Hence Ri” C s, but R is unique -- 
in s with respect to CN(~i). So R” : R, therefore u E No(R). Hence 
S, C N,(R), but this contradicts the above paragraph. 
LEMMA 13. If G is a finite simple group containing iV as a 2-local subgroup, 
namebv as the normalizer of V, then G has one conjugacy class of involutions. 
Proof. We would like to show that there exists a g E G such that 
,Z’J t S -- I _ for some 2’ E V. Suppose false, then I’” n S C r for all g E G. 
This is precisely the definition that I’is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
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According to Goldschmidt [3], G is an S(V) group. The main result of that 
paper states that G is also an S”( 1) group. An S*(V) group is one that 
satisfies the following: 
Let K = JrG, K L=: K;O(K), then 
(I) K is a central product of an abelian 2-group and quasi-simple 
groups of type I and type II. 
(2) F == O,(K)Qi(7’) where T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K such that 
VC T. 
However our group G is simple so K == G. By Lemma 12, S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G and Q,(S) : S +z J’, a contradiction. Now all the involu- 
tions of V+ are fused by the action of GL(5, 2). All the involutions in S - V 
are also fused by the action of GL(5, 2); h ence we have one class of involutions 
in G. Let U = (e.i , t,,,>. 
b3~Ih’lA 14. Let s’, he the symmetric group on three letters, thei ‘we ha?e 
x(J U)/Cc( I;) c s, 
Proof. By Lemma 13, we know there exists a ,y E G such that fi,i mm ;i’i . 
Let R, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&t,,,) such that Cs(t,,,) CR, We have 
t,,i conjugate to t,,,c, in S and c1 conjugate to clt,,, in R, by Lemma 1. This 
implies that all elements of C# are moved in lV(;( C). Hence 12;,( U)jC,( J’) $ Z, 
and we have N,( U)/C,( U) c S, . 
n’ow we arc in a position to prove a very important lemma, namely: 
LEMMA 15. The group C,(e;) properLs contains CN,(V~(~l). 
Proof. \\:e prove this by contradiction; so assume that C,(a,) == 
C,(c,) C. ilgain let R, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(t5,J such that 
Cs(tj,,) C R, . 1Z:e claim that CR1(z,) 1 C,s(t,,,). Suppose false, then a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(G) is Cs(t,,,) because C,(U) :- C,(C) =:~ C,(t,,,), and 
tssl is extremal in S with respect to N. 
A4s t,,l has 240 conjugates in C, [C: C’&(T)] = 240 and so C,( 1 -)I _mm 
211 . 3 ‘7. Let L =- C,(U) n R 4 C,(U), then C,( U)/L g C,( U)R/R which 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of =1, of order 23 . 3 . 7. Now C,( c’) acts on 
7,’ n C,(G) ~~ (zr , cl2 , o9 , z’,>, and [L, i 7~~ , e’, , e(3 , .v4)] r <zjJ. So C,( L’)/I, 
acts on \ ‘~1  ) ca , r3, zQ1’<“‘J z E, . 
C,(t,,,)!‘L ~- (%t,.,t,,,L, t5,!23,2k&; 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( c’)/L. For notation let b, r,t,,,t,,,L, and 
b, = t,,,t,,,t,,,L. The elements b, and b, are involutions. (b,b,)” 
tj,3t5,2t4,~L so b,b, is an element of order 4, therefore ib, , bp) s D, , the 
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dihedral group of order 8. The center of the D, acts faithfully on (ei , ~a , 
z’s , Ok)/. Hence we have a nontrivial map y  from C,( U)/L into GL(3, 2). 
By the above Ker F must be odd, A, does not contain an element of order 14 
or 21. This implies that Ker v  -= 1. Thus we have C,( U)/L z GL(3, 2). 
Now L -g 2, x D8*D,*D,, and L 0 Co(U). Let J’ be a 3-element of 
ArJI’). L!’ 4 C,(C) so L . L” 4 C,(U) but C,(U)/L is simple, therefore 
LJ’ I,. \Ve have t! m: i) , 1 v,; however, or is a square of L and t,,, is not. This 
is a contradiction, hence we have the claim. 
By Lemma 13, there exists a g E G such that tkJl = r2 . Let R, be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(Q) such that C,(v.J C R, and RI” = R, . 1 C,l(el,) ‘> 211 
by the claim above. So z’i E Z&R,), thus ELM E Z,(R,) C V. 
However all elements of V+ are conjugate in N, so there exists an IZ E N 
such that rTn = TY~. So gn E C,(z,), but gn $ N, a contradiction. 
LEMM.~ 16. The group c = C ( ) G z1 j(vl) is an S*(R) group in the sense of 
Goldschmidt [3]. 
Proof. 11’e apply Corollary 4 in Goldschmidt. First we show hypothesis 9.2 
is satisfied : 
(1) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. 
(2) R is weakly closed in s with respect to C. 
(3) R is an abelian normal subgroup of -V&a). 
(4) .‘/’ = {B c s 1 B cs R, B g R}. 
(5) Let Y = max{~~z(B,ICE(R)) / B E Y’>. 
Lemmas 7 and 12 imply (1) and (2) above. (3) is obvious. C’s(R) CR so 
CIB(R) :- B n R. Th erefore we have B/CB(R) : B/B n R g BRIR. We 
claim the I’ in (5) is less than or equal to 3. Suppose false, then since the rank 
of g/R is 4, we may assume Y -~- 4. Now S/R has a unique El,, namely, 
(t,,,i?, ij.aR, id,2R, &,i?). So let B E .Y such that m(B/B n R) = 4. We must 
have RB = ~,I?, t t. t 4,s , a.3 3 t ) b’(R) = i since I? is elementary abelian. 4,2 1 5.2 . 
B E Y implies that O’(B) = i also. 
Let i,,,cr E B, pi E R and t,.& E B, ~a E R. && and t,.,& are involutions 
so pi E C,(t,,,) and s E C,(t,,,). But C,(i,,,) = C,(t,,,) = (+J~ , 2; , s , U&J 
so ~4.3@i&& --= t,,,t,,,~i~~ and (t,,,~it,,,~J~ = (&?4,2)2~1%zz ~~ 9~~ E U’(B), 
a contradiction. Hence Y << 3. 
Corollary 4 in [3] implies that either C is an S*(R) group or the following 
both hold : 
(1) There exists a B E .Y such that m(B) + Y 2 8. 
(2) For t E s, t EC R, then m([R, t]) :< 2v and if B/Cc(R) is elementary 
abelian for all i? E .Y which satisfy (l), then m( [fi, t]) < r. 
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Now B Cc R nnplies that all B E .‘/’ are elementary abelian. So if R is not 
strongly closed, then there exists a i EC R, t $ R. But Lemma 6 implies that 
m([i7, t]) = 4, which contradicts the remarks made above. Hence ii is an 
S*(R) group. 
LEMMA 17. If  II 3 R and H C S, then Q,(@ 3 R. 
Proof. Let h E 1i such that h” t R, that is hl? is an involution of IJ/R in 
S/R. By Lemma 5, hR 1s conjugate to ta,? R or F~~,,&~R. Both of these cosets 
contain an involution in S namely ia,2 and v,t,,,j,,, . So hi? contains an involu- 
tion and Q,(H) 3 ii. 
LEMhIA 18. Let c = C,(a,)/((z$ O(C,(q))), then E il c. 
Proof. Let K -= (@ . C is an S*(R) group so again we have the following: 
(I) k’ is a central product of an abelian 2-group with quasi-simple 
groups of type I and type II. 
(2) I? ~2 O,(K) Qr(F) for some Sylow 2-subgroup T of K such that 
Rc F-. 
- By Lemma 17, T ~~~ R. X&R) C C,(e,) and N,(R)/& is isomorphic to 
either A, or A, by the remarks preceding Lemma 12. We consider NE(~). 
l?a C’.sol?Tl?nz) (G.Hencek‘nG--l?orlGsince 
- 
i”lT,(R)/l? is simple. 
Suppose first that G C i?. The 2-part of Z? is 2*, but the 2-part of 
z) is larger, a contradiction. So we must have J? == I? n G. 
Let & Ng(a). I f  & 3 R then RO(C) <I Q so N,(R) O(C) =_ (2 by the 
Frattini argument. But this implies that k’n z # l?, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have Nf(a) -p a = Cg(w). By Burnside i? has a normal 
2-complement P, that is FR R -3 C. P is characteristic in i? hence normal 
in C. Now P = O(P){+ so O(P) (3 C, therefore O(P) C O(C) so P ~ 1, 
that is l? = R u 2;. 
LEMMA 19. C,(a,) is 2-constrained. 
Proof. Since O,(C,(e,)) R and Lemma 18, we have that R is a Syiow 
2-subgroup of O,,,,(c,(~r)). Now let e = C,(z~,)/O(C,(z~,)). R <:I C, 
Cs(R) CR. C&R) := 0 :< (v;\ where Cli is the odd normal subgroup of 
C&ri). 0 is characteristic in C&R) hence normal in C since Cc(R) (1 C. Rut 
O(C) i, so C,(R) C RO(C) and C is 2-constrained. 
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SCN~3(S) f  a as V is a normal abelian subgroup of S of rank 5. Hence we 
are able to apply the following theorem whose statement is found in 
Gorenstein-Walter [4]. 
THEOREM. Let G be agroup with 2-rank at least 4, O(G) = 1, and SCN3(2) 
not empty. If the centralizer of every involution of G is 2-constrained, then 
O(C,(s)) m: 1 for all involutions x of G. 
By Lemmas 18 and 19 and the above Theorem, we get that R 4 C. 
LEMMA 20. C,(q)IR = 4 . 
Proof. By the above remark No(R) = C,(q). Lemma 15 and the para- 
graph preceding Lemma 12 imply the result. 
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